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Agenda
• Introduction: Who are we?
• Story time: Understanding an attacker.
• What is MFA and how is the Province of BC supporting its adoption.
• How MFA is used in your daily life.
• What is Zero Trust and how is the Province of BC supporting its adoption.
• Scope of the Province’s MFA project.
• What’s next for MFA?
• Sharing some lessons learned.
• Questions.



Introduction: Who are we?

• Jesse Piccin: 
OCIO/ISB’s Director for ADMS: 
Access and Directory Management Services

• Dale Land: 
OCIO/ISB’s Director Cyber Intelligence 
and Investigations 
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Very excited for me to be here today to talk about MFA and the Province of BC’s journey to onboarding MFA. But, before we talk about MFA, zero trust and all that good stuff, first let’s start with a story time journey about an Attacker and life before MFA. 



Story time: 
Understanding an 
Attacker
- Likes to use Phishing attempts to steal credentials by 

tricking users to log into a spoofed website that 
looks real. 

- May use brute force attack: In cryptography, a 
brute-force attack consists of an attacker submitting 
many passwords or passphrases with the hope of 
eventually guessing correctly. The attacker 
systematically checks all possible passwords and 
passphrases until the correct one is found.

- Password stealing malware can be used to 
download a variety of threats onto compromised 
machines to then steal sensitive information, 
including usernames and passwords.
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An attacker is also know as threat actor or hacker (but not like Angelina Jolie and her nefarious hacker friends from the 1995 film for those of you that remember ). Basically, an attacker uses a variety of approaches to try and steal your identity and password to enable them to simply log in as you and either steal your information to sell, find out more about your technical architectures to put ransomware in place in key areas, or simply to sabotage as much as possible. You’ve probably noticed in the media that lately the trend seems to be for attackers to install ransomware for profitable gain.So, how do they do they steal your identity and password? Well, there are LOTS of ways, but here are a few of the more typical ways.1) Phishing attempts (typically comes from what appears to be a trusted source like an email you know well).2) Employs brute force attack with automated routines in hopes of eventually cracking your password. Hackers love to use this approach against cloud offerings.3) Password stealing malware (sometimes takes the form of an app you might want to use, like say a free language translation software browser plugin on say chrome that takes your info and ultimately sends it to an attacker who may hold onto this info for when they need it, or sell it on the dark web).Once the threat actor has your valid credentials to log in as you legitimately, they may find ways to horizontally move from within to plant more malware for ransomware or simply use your email, sharepoint or MS teams sites to search for important data they can steal from projects you are working on, such as personal health data, critical system architectural diagrams. ETC.So, now that we understand who the bad guy is, and how they operate, what can we do to help stop them from being successful?That’s where MFA and Zero Trust come in!



How can we 
help prevent 
an attacker 
from being 
successful?

Use MFA!

Microsoft says that “users who enable multi-
factor authentication (MFA) for their accounts 
will end up blocking 99.9% of 
automated attacks”
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This quote is taken directly from Alex Weinert, Group Program Manager for Identity Security and Protection at Microsoft.



What is 
MFA?

Multi-Factor Authentication provides a higher assurance that the 
correct person is appropriately accessing services and applications.

Typical MFA Factors:
1st factor is “What You Know” IDIR ID & Password (current state).
2nd factor is “What You Have” Smartphone with MS Authenticator app, Call 
Back number or Token (Future state).
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So, what is this MFA thing. At it’s core, Multi factor authentication is quite simple, in that by using multiple factors of authentication, we can provide a higher assurance that the correct person is appropriately accessing services and applications. Typical factors: What you know and what you have: Smartphone, call back number, token, etc.  



MFA is used in your 
daily life: At home and 

at play!
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MFA is not special just to the Province of BC’s systems. In fact, MFA is widely used today in our personal lives both at home and at play. The attacker scenarios I described moments ago are the same problems impacting your typical banking systems, tourism booking sites, and even video games! My video game blizzard account has MFA on it, if I try to use a starbucks wifi and use my CIBC banking mobile app, CIBC will send me an MFA prompt almost guaranteed. The reason MFA is used all over the place is that MFA provides a reliable and effective way at helping to stop an Attacker from gaining access to important systems and data that we use in our daily lives. 



How is the 
Province of BC 
embracing 
MFA?

Apply MFA where it’s 
needed most

1) Start with enabling MFA for the 
Province’s Azure Cloud based services (MS 
Teams, Exchange Online, OneDrive, etc)

2) Enable MFA for VPN, DTS/Citrix Services 
and Azure Active Directory SaaS based 
integrations.
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When COVID exploded onto the scene, the Province of BC had to accelerate the adoption of cloud services (Such as MS Azure) to help gov IDIR users effectively work from home using new collaborative communication tools such as MS Teams.Attackers LOVE to try and exploit Cloud based services due to there interconnected service nature and global access points. So, first things first, the Province of BC needed to secure our newly launched MS Azure Services, like MS teams and soon to be Exchange Online (not your desktop), followed by other services that could benefit from MFA, such as VPN and DTS/Citrix services and even SaaS based integrations with Azure Active Directory (Salesforce and vaccine booking solution).An important concept to note is that even though MFA is a major, key foundational part to cloud security, it’s important to also think holistically and compliment MFA with other Zero Trust based solutions. 



What else is 
needed 
besides MFA?

Embrace Zero Trust 
principles
Verify explicitly

Always authenticate and authorize based on 
all available data points, including user 

identity, location, device health, service or 
workload, data classification, and anomalies.

Use least privileged access
Limit user access with just-in-time and just-
enough-access (JIT/JEA), risk-based adaptive 
polices, and data protection to help secure 

both data and productivity.
Assume breach

Minimize blast radius and segment access. 
Verify end-to-end encryption and use 
analytics to get visibility, drive threat 

detection, and improve defenses.
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What’s Zero Trust? Well, the concept is broken into 3 basic principles that are manifested through implementing additional Security based services that I’ll speak to here shortly.. 



What else is 
needed 
besides MFA?

Some of the Province’s 
Zero Trust planned 

initiatives
• PIM (Privileged Identity 

Management)
• PAM (Privileged Access 

Management)
• PAW (Privileged Access 

Workstations)
• Azure Risk Based Policies
• Azure Defender for Identities
• Azure Defender for Endpoints
• Plus more!
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How are we turning zero trust concepts into real world solutions, well here is a list of the initiatives we have either underway or are planned for the very near future. One of my personal favorites is Azure Risk Based Policies. Or, how we jokingly refer to as Skynet. Basically it’s an AI based solution that profiles users into risk categories to take action on in the event of suspicious activity. For example, if suddenly I love in from Moscow and Jakarta a few moments later, that’s super weird, would get classified as a HIGH risk, which would result in disabling an IDIR. Risk based polices are not turned on yet, but they are coming very shortly.Holistically, when you couple MFA with other Zero Trust initiatives, like Azure Risk Based Policies, you provide multiple levels of protection that significantly reduce the likelihood of a security incident happening via attackers. 



How secure 
is your 

password?
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10 chars with numbers, letters and symbols: 5 years.11 chars 400 years!!!



Scope of the Province’s MFA Project

Enable IDIR and Azure Guest 
users with the ability to respond 
to Azure MFA prompt(s) when 
accessing Azure Services, VPN, 
DTS and SaaS based Azure AD 

integrations.

1
Register 40,000+ IDIR users across 

all Ministries with MFA

2
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At the highest level, the simple scope of our MFA project is to:Enable IDIR and Azure Guest users with the ability to respond to Azure MFA prompts when accessing Azure Services first, followed by VPN, DTS and other SaaS based Azure AD integrations (like say a salesforce App that a ministry procures through RFP). This is easier said than done though because…..That means that over 40k+ IDIR users across the BC government needed to self register for MFA using a combination of MS Authenticator app on their gov issued, or personal smartphone plus a secondary call back number and or even a token. Because of the active Attacker threat that is always present, we intend to have the lions share of users registered by the end of December 2021 this year, and ultimately everyone across the BC government by March 2022.



Recap of the Province’s 
MFA Journey to date
• Originally started out with 4 Cohorts earlier this 

year, but increased to 6 until end of March 2022.

• Over 60,000+ MFA related emails sent (MFA self 
registration emails, reminders, etc).

• Over 100+ MFA outreach events (includes multiple 
weekly Cohort support sessions, etc) 

• Delivered over 28+ MFA presentations across 
government.

• “Too many to count” updates to MFA website, MFA 
documentation, automated and support scripts, etc.

Successfully registered 
over 26,000+ BC Public 

Service Employees 
with MFA!
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We took a similar approach to how the Province successfully rolled out the COVID vaccine registration to the citizens of BC. Basically, we assigned all Ministries into 1 of originally 4 (which grew to 6) different Cohorts that are being run back to back: Roughly equaling about 10,000 users per Cohort. We followed this approach primarily out of compassion for both our service desk staff that support users that may struggle with adopting MFA and for our users, since change is hard and the last thing we wanted to do was turn on MFA for 40k+ users all at once! Can you imagine the poor service desk the next day if you did that kind of big bang change! So instead, we focused heavily on communications, reminders, plenty of voluntary MFA enrollment time and only when necessary, forced MFA registration on a users next use of an Azure service. I’ve included some impressive Metrics that help paint a picture for how massive the MFA rollout MFA truly is for the Province of BC:Demming effect (continuous improvement).



What’s next for MFA?

Over the next few months:

• Complete the majority of MFA 
registrations for all 40,000+ IDIR 
users across Government plus Azure 
Guest accounts.

• Enable MFA for VPN and DTS related 
services.

• Roll out further security 
enhancements to our MFA 
Conditional Access policies.

2022

• Implement additional Zero Trust 
Azure services (Risk Based Policies, 
PIM, Defender for Identities and 
Endpoints, etc).

• Continuously improve upon the new 
MFA service (Further 
education/outreach, process 
improvements, etc).



Some MFA lessons learned
• Embracing Cloud Services can save an organization a lot of 

money...... but securing the cloud is expensive.
• Adopting MFA can be challenging for some users. 
• Tricky balancing security needs against “MFA user exhaustion”.
• Cloud services are heavily interconnected. Be very careful and 

cautious when implementing changes.
• A wide variety of cloud security expertise is needed to fully 

support and maintain the full spectrum of cloud security 
services that are needed to secure your services and data.



Questions?

Email Jesse.Piccin@gov.bc.ca or IMS@gov.bc.ca 

mailto:Jesse.Piccin@gov.bc.ca


Thank you!

ISB MFA Website

https://intranet.gov.bc.ca/intranet/content?id=8AE612CE17204D90AC2DFD2B57BF919B
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